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ArmorRoof is a revolutionary “Liquid Rubber”
polymer roof coating that can be applied to virtually
any existing roof surface. ArmorRoof is a 1-part
product that you use directly from the can. Just roll,
brush or spray onto your roof. ArmorRoof
waterproofs and protects your roof for ultra-long life.
Eliminate the need for roofers that do shoddy work,
don’t stand by their products, or don’t even show up!
Ideal for both residential and commercial roofs.

ARMORROOF "LIQUID RUBBER" ROOF COATING

Armor Roof is available in 12 colors. Coverage is
standard rated @ 16 mils/coat, a total of 32 mils for
both coats. Irregular or corrugated roof surfaces may
affect coverage.Armor Roof gets applied as a two-coat system. The

first coat ‘soaks in’ and fills minor cracks and leaks,
while the second coat gives the waterproofing life.
No special skills or tools are required to apply Armor
Roof. If you can paint, you can apply Armor Roof!
Armor Rook works great on wood, metal, tar-based,
rubber, EPDM, and similar roofing surfaces.

Armor Roof is also available in a thicker version
(ARM814RX), which has embedded rubber granules
for walking roofs. The is perfect for roof decks or
commercial building roof where an anti-slip surface
is called for. Due to its much thicker consistency,
coverage is much less (18-50 sq ft/gal) and normally
get troweled on. The rubber granules are also
available separately and can be mixed with either of
the standard thickness version of Armor Roof, which
would not affect the coverage but will give your
surface additional surface protection.

Also available, Armor Roof Shingle Sealer: A clear
glaze waterproofing sealer that rejuvenates shingles.
Seals protect and waterproofs. 100% acrylic sealer
is designed to penetrate porous surfaces and
provide excellent film formation on all kinds of
asphalt shingles and roofing, including asphalt,
fiberglass, wood, plywood, clapboard, primed metal,
urethane styrofoam, polyester, brick stucco,
masonry, and most other services. Protects against
mildew and fungi formation and helps to prevent dirt
accumulation. 
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Armor Roof is also perfect for recoating RV and
trailer roofs that are worn, decayed, leaking, etc. No
more expensive trips to the RV dealer.

Armor Roof is available in two versions: our
standard version (ARM814X) or an acrylic version for
foam-type roofs (ARM811X).

info@armorpoxy.com

Also available, Armor Roof 100% pure liquid
silicone roof coating. Our top of the line roof
coating. Ideal for all types of roofs. Can handle
ponding water collecting. One gallon size covers 50
square feet @ 28 mils. Five-gallon size covers 250
square feet @ 28 mils. Applies with roller or
squeegee. Use the matching Mastic for sealing
curbs, skylights, roof protrusions, etc.
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